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The project “Winter Model” started at the beginning of the 2000s. The idea was to try and predict the conse-
quences of different winter maintenance strategies and to calculate the associated socio-economic costs. It is
now possible to calculate and validate the impact that different winter maintenance measures have on road
users, road authorities and local communities.
This paper contains results of the first complete Winter Model calculations using existing conditions. Compari-
sons with different road classification standards have been carried out in order to determine the effect they
have on socio-economic costs. Road classification standards dictate howmuch snow should fall before a mainte-
nance action is initiated andhow long it should take until the action is completed. Socio-economic costs increased
for all comparisons when reductions in the classification standard were applied.
As an example of how costs can vary: the scenario is a salted road using a combined plough and salt spreader
where the allowed time to complete the action is 4 h that is changed to an unsalted road with an allowed time
to complete the action of 5 h. Both scenarios have an action start criteria of 2 cm deep snow, and an annual av-
erage daily traffic flow of 2000. Comparison results show that the change from salted to unsalted road saves
the most cost due to a reduction in salt use and required actions. However, the increased time to complete the
action will result in slightly longer travel times and accident costs will increase by 24.2%. The extended action
hour affect fuel consumption in a positive way, for example, consumption decreases slightly due to driving
more often at lower speeds on unclear roads. By lowering the road classification standard like in this example,
total socio-economic costs increased by 3.5%.
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1. Introduction

When this project started nearly 15 years ago was there no other
model to compare with. The most similar was the one colleagues at
the Norwegian Public Roads Administration in Norway had presented
at the VIIIth PIARC International Winter Congress in 1990 in Tromsø,
Norway (Ragnøy, 1987; PIARC, 1990). It was a winter model that
could be used for the overall standard issues.

The Swedish Winter Model is a management system for winter
maintenance, it has been applied to the Swedish road conditions. How-
ever, it would be possible with some time and effort, to apply themodel
to fit in other countries.

Winter Service Management Systems (WSMS) or similar mainte-
nance systems has been developed and implemented in some countries
with a temperate winter climate. Examples of countries that has tested

similar systems are Denmark, USA, Iceland, Japan and Lithuania. This
systems helps decision makers improving the winter maintenance and
the quality of available information to the road users together with
making it easier to provide information in an effective way. RWIS
(Road Weather Information System) are often the base in this kind of
systems. There have been attempts on building similar models as the
Winter Model (e.g. FHWA, 2013; Mewes et al., 2012; Takahashi et al.,
2008), but their main task has been as a decision support tool in the
daily work.

This paper contains a description of the model together with results
of the first complete Winter Model calculations, they have been fully
published in Swedish in the VTI report series (Arvidsson, 2014). Aims
with the study has been to calculate the differences in the socio-
economical costs if the winter road operating standard class is lowered.
Although this paper is also written to spread the knowledge of our
model, which over the years mostly just been published in Swedish ex-
cept for some conference proceedings (PIARC, 2002, 2010, 2015). After
the XII International Winter Road Congress 2006 did VTI make a report
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with four reprints of the proceedings that was about the Winter Model
(Öberg, 2006).

2. Background of the Winter Model

In the beginning of the 21th century, the discussions of building a
winter model started to take place. After written down all things that
was possible to fit in, the hard work started. To be able to understand
how the road conditions are affected from the changes in both weather
and traffic flow variations, was detailed observations of changes in road
condition carried out. Observations of road conditions and weather
were done during five winter seasons in 11 places around Sweden
(Fig. 1). More information is described in Section 2.1. Each observation
point was observed in one or two winter seasons. They were carried
out at least twice a day if the weather was stable. During unsettled con-
ditions, observationswere carried out every hour until stable conditions
prevailed. The observed roads was a two-lane rural roadwith awidth of
7 to 9 m and speed limit of 90 km/h.

Sweden is a long and narrow countrywith a variation in climate. The
country has therefore been divided in four climate zones. Fig. 1 show the

different zones and these zones have different durations in the winter
season. In the southern part of the country is the winter four months,
November 15 to march 15. The middle zone has 6 months, October 15
to April 15, and the two zones in the northern parts of the country
have 7 months of winter, October to April.

Fig. 2 show the flow chart for theWinter Model. It show the connec-
tions between the incoming data and the different sub models. In the
heart of the Winter Model is the road condition model. This model is
the foundation of all the other sub models, because it is here the road
conditions is calculated hour by hour based during the winter season.
Input values to the model are weather from a RWIS station together
with for example traffic flow and climate zone. Each submodels are de-
scribed below.

The road classes in Sweden are classified according to size and annu-
al average daily traffic (AADT) where the largest roads are class 1 roads
and the smallest and less used are class 5 roads (Table 1).

2.1. Road condition model

The road condition model consists of five models related to mainte-
nance measures, pre-salting treatment, snow ploughing, snow
ploughing combined with salting, gritting and grading. It also consist
of four models related to traffic and weather, rut development in
hard-packed snow or thick ice, condensation, splashing from wet road
or drying of a moist road.

To be able to make good observation of the road conditions was the
observations done in five different parts of the driving lane (Fig. 3). This
observations then lead to the understanding what was happening on
the road surface.

The road conditions are described in twenty-one separate
categories:

• Dry,moist or wet, bare ground (DB, MB,WB), these three can be com-
bined with snow or ice in the centre of the road, edge of lane or be-
tween wheel tracks.

• Hoarfrost or black ice (HF, BI) – temporary condition
• Hard-packed snow or thick ice (HP, THI) – stable condition
• Loose snow or slush (LS, SL) – variable condition
• Ruts* with bare ground in them (R[B]) (three kinds outside the ruts:
stable, variable or other/mixed layers)

• Ruts* with black ice (R[BI]) (three kinds, as above).

*Ruts are formed when ice or snow is worn down to the pavement
and the wheel paths are shown. The ruts are either bare or have black
ice in them.

These twenty-one categories are then categorised in fewer groups in
the sub models. For example have the accessibility and vehicle cost
models eight road conditions;

• dry bare ground
• moist bare ground
• wet bare ground
• hoarfrost or black ice
• hard-packed snow or thick ice
• loose snow or slush
• snow with bare ground in the ruts
• snow with black ice in the ruts

while the Environment model only have four road conditions:

• dry bare ground
• moist bare ground
• wet bare ground

and in the fourth group are all other conditions is grouped into one.
The road condition model is described in more details in (Möller,

2006) and with some additions in (Möller, 2014). During the

Fig. 1. Sweden divided in four climate zones. Red – South Sweden, yellow – Central
Sweden, green – Lower North Sweden, blue – Upper North Sweden. Black dots – observa-
tion points.
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